Each year more than 8,000 trainees rely on our training centers worldwide to obtain their first qualifications. We provide extensive support to prepare them for their missions. At Airbus Helicopters, our key priority is to make our customers operate safely and efficiently their rotorcraft.

In today’s challenging environment, we continually improve our training services & means with cost-effective and tailored solutions. We provide the latest technologies and most rigorous OEM standards. Beyond training your teams, our target is to continuously enhance customers’ experience with us.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT: marketing-services.helicopters@airbus.com

FOR ALL YOUR CUSTOMER SERVICE NEEDS:

Email: customersupport.helicopters@airbus.com

Phone: + 33 (0)4 42 85 97 97

Fax: + 33 (0)4 42 85 99 96
Important to you, essential to us.

WHATEVER YOUR REQUIREMENT, WE HAVE THE OPTIMAL PROGRAM FOR YOU.

HONORS
TAILORED TRAINING PROGRAMS & MEANS

MASTER
GRADUATE +
PBA | O&G | PBA | EMS | SAR | OPTIONAL COURSES | ADDITIONAL ASSISTANCE

GRADUATE
TYPE COURSES | DIFFERENCE COURSES | RENEWAL COURSES | OPTIONAL COURSES
Approved by most international airworthiness authorities.

HONORS

- Fully customized program according to operators’ needs including pre-entry, type qualification and/or maturation modules.
- Possible delivery of customized training media and means.
- Possible set-up of new training center.

MASTER

- Standard type qualification enriched by specialization on favorite mission equipment.
- Optional courses and additional assistance.

GRADUATE

- Standard type qualification.
- Optional courses include pre-entry and reinforcement modules.
GRADUATE

Graduate line of services is aimed at acquiring in-depth technical knowledge on a specific Airbus Helicopters rotorcraft.

Courses are designed for crew and technician teams and lead to official type qualification. Pre-entry and add-on modules can complement the type qualification*.

* Examples optional courses:
  - Pilots: Crew Resource Management, Type Rating Instructor, Type Rating Examinator…
  - Technicians: Airframe repair, technical documentation, Mechanical assy, standard practices…

AIRBUS HELICOPTERS STANDARDS
Who better than the Original Equipment Manufacturer knows the exact behavior of the helicopter in flight?

COST EFFECTIVE
Find the adapted solution in our catalog according to the trainee’s profile and background.

WORLDWIDE
Our training courses are available throughout our global network.
MASTER

Within our Master service range, trainees will benefit from in-depth specialization on favorite mission equipment in addition to their type qualification.

The training focuses on the use of equipment and its impact on the helicopter’s behavior.

Pre-entry and add-on modules can also complement the type qualification.

MODULAR
The program can be complemented with modules according to trainees’ profile.

MISSION-ORIENTED
Courses built-up upon mission equipment favorite configuration.

ON-SITE
Our teams may accompany pilots at your premises to ensure an optimal start of operations.
HONORS

The Honors range of services allows the operators to define their training objectives for crews and technicians. Whatever the target, Airbus Helicopters will provide a tailored training program that suits customer’s expectations. This end-to-end service may also include pre-entry and/or maturation modules, as well as training means and media, and up to a complete cooperation on the set-up of customer training centers.

SUCCESS-ORIENTED
You define the target, we take care about the adequate training program to be performed.

FULLY-CUSTOMIZED
We build up specific courses according to the trainees’ background and profile.

COMPLETE
We can help you develop your own training facilities, means and programs.
EXTENSIVE TRAINING CENTERS NETWORK

EUROPE
- 6 TC (France (2), Germany (2), UK, Spain)
- Germany (Kassel, Technicians)
- 14 FFS (EC135, H145, AS365 N2, EC155, H175, AS332 L1/L2, H225, NH90)

- 20 Training Centres (TC)
- 2 AB Initio training centres
- 23 FFS - Full Flight Simulators
  2 FNPT, 1 FTD